Non-Fiction
A powerful and revelatory
memoir from former CIA
director John Brennan,
spanning his more than thirty
years in government.

How to Make Sewing
Patterns solves the mysteries
of pattern drafting with easy,
step-by-step instructions and
clear line drawings that show
how to create custom-fit
garments in a wide range of
designs. The book’s detailed
instructions on measuring
and fitting include do-ityourself photographs as well
as directions for creating
custom dress forms.

Renowned author and quilt
designer Elsie M. Campbell
uses triangles, clamshells,
half-hexagons, strips, and
diamonds to make 9 start-tofinish, stash-busting projects
from stunning table runners
to a gorgeous king-sized quilt.

Drawing inspiration from the
natural beauty of flowers,
Kaffe Fassett’s Bold
Blooms invites crafters to
explore the behind-thescenes process and
fascinating design methods
used to create Kaffe’s bold
fabrics and modern color
palettes — from “sketching”
with fabric swatches to
creating mood boards and
renderings to sewing visually
striking quilts. Featured
throughout are 18 new quilt
patterns and seven new
needlepoints.

In Kaffe Fassett’s Heritage
Quilts, the legendary talent
turns his attention to a
collection of 20 notable 18thand 19th-century quilts – and
reinvents them for today.
Each quilt is lovingly and
respectfully redesigned in the
bold, contemporary, vibrant
fabrics designed by Fassett
himself, as well as designers
Philip Jacobs and Brandon
Mably.

Kaffe Fassett presents 20 allnew quilts. Now you can quilt
your own heirloom with this
richly illustrated how-to
guide. Featuring an array of
new fabrics and expanded
colors, it provides complete
instructions for creating 20
museum-quality quilts that
will become family treasures.

Journey to Provence, France,
and take pleasure in 20
beautiful new quilts that
feature all the romance of a
time gone by. Kaffe Fassett's
Quilts en Provence is a study
in geometry and color set in
the South of France, where
narrow streets and vibrantly
hued buildings provide a
medieval backdrop. Based on
Kaffe's signature line of
Rowan fabrics, the pieces
have been designed by some
of the world's finest quilters,
including Liza Prior Lucy,
Pauline Smith, Roberta
Horton, and introducing
Philip Jacobs, a longtime
designer for Rowan who
specializes in floral prints.
Complete instructions for
creating each museumquality quilt are included
along with tips and
techniques that Kaffe has
gathered in his more than 30
years of experience. Every
quilter will treasure this next
book from an international
quilting celebrity.

A Promised Land is
extraordinarily intimate and
introspective—the story of
one man’s bet with history,
the faith of a community
organizer tested on the world
stage. Obama is candid about
the balancing act of running
for office as a Black American,
bearing the expectations of a
generation buoyed by
messages of “hope and
change,” and meeting the
moral challenges of highstakes decision-making. He is
frank about the forces that
opposed him at home and
abroad, open about how
living in the White House
affected his wife and
daughters, and unafraid to
reveal self-doubt and
disappointment. Yet he never
wavers from his belief that
inside the great, ongoing
American experiment,
progress is always possible.
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Fiction
Wiliam Warwick #2
William Warwick has been
promoted to Detective
Sergeant, but his promotion
means that he, along with the
rest of his team, have been
reassigned to the Drugs
Squad. They are immediately
tasked with apprehending
Khalil Rashidi, a notorious
drug dealer, who operates his
extensive network out of
South London.

Atlee Pine #3
Daylight is the gripping follow
up to Long Road to
Mercy and A Minute to
Midnight featuring Special
Agent Atlee Pine from one of
the world’s most favorite
thriller writers, David
Baldacci.

Agatha Raisin #31
Private Detective Agatha
Raisin immerses herself in the
glittering lifestyle of the
fabulously wealthy when Sir
Charles Fraith is accused of
murder – and Agatha is
named as his accomplice!

From the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of
A Man Called Ove comes a
charming, poignant novel
about a crime that never took
place, a would-be bank
robber who disappears into
thin air, and eight extremely
anxious strangers who find
they have more in common
than they ever imagined.

The New York Times
bestselling author of A Noise
Downstairs and No Time for
Goodbye returns with an
edge-of-your-seat thriller that
does for elevators what
Psycho did for showers
and Jaws did for the beach —
a heart-pounding tale in
which a series of disasters
paralyzes New York City with
fear.

An old woman becomes
young again and a man
regains his severed leg. Two
boys watch as strange things
happen when a carnival
comes to town. They will
soon discover the show's
awful mystery. It is a mystery
that will alter the life of
everyone it touches.
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Mrs. Murphy #28

Mrs. Murphy #29

Death stalks the Blue Ridge
Mountains as a centuries-old
mystery resurfaces and
murder mars the lead-up to
an annual beagle
competition, in a thrilling new
tale from Rita Mae Brown
and her feline co-author
Sneaky Pie Brown.

Mary Minor “Harry”
Harristeen is on the hunt for a
killer with a deadly green
thumb when a day in the
garden turns fatal in this
exciting new mystery from
Rita Mae Brown and her
feline co-author Sneaky Pie
Brown.

Jack Reacher #25

A priceless treasure for
collectors and fans, The
Harlequin Tea Set brings
together nine brilliant Christie
stories that have remained
long out of print--until now.
Featuring beloved Christie
detectives such as Hercule
Poirot and Mr. Harley Quin,
as well as new characters,
these stories will charm and
fascinate the millions of
Christie fans around the
world.

The edge-of-your-seat, heartin-mouth new Jack Reacher
thriller for 2020 – his 25th
adventure. No one's bigger
than Jack Reacher.

A missing Chinese scientist,
unexplained noises
emanating from under the
Arctic ice, and a possible mole
in American intelligence are
just some of the problems
that plague President Jack
Ryan in the latest entry in
Tom Clancy's #1 New York
Times bestselling series.

Under suspicion #7
In the latest thrilling
collaboration from #1 New
York Times bestselling author
and “Queen of Suspense”
Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair
Burke, television producer
Laurie Moran must solve the
kidnapping of her fiancée’s
nephew—just days before
her wedding.
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Ready player #2

Lincoln Lawyer #6

Lovingly nostalgic and wildly
original as only Ernest Cline
could conceive it, Ready
Player Two takes us on
another imaginative, fun,
action-packed adventure
through his beloved virtual
universe, and jolts us
thrillingly into the future once
again.

Lincoln Lawyer Mickey Haller
must defend himself against
murder charges in the heartstopping new thriller from
#1 New York Times
bestselling author Michael
Connelly.

Charlie Parker #18

Last kingdom #13

It is 1997, and someone is
slaughtering young women in
Burdon County, Arkansas.
But no one in the Dirty South
wants to admit it. ……
Witness the dawning of a
conscience. Witness the birth
of a hunter. Witness the
becoming of Charlie Parker.

IN THE FINAL RECKONING,
CHOOSE YOUR SIDE
CAREFULLY… The epic story of
how England was made
concludes in War Lord, the
magnificent finale to the Last
Kingdom series.

Oregon Files #15

Lizzy Moon never wanted
Moon Girl Farm. Eight years
ago, she left the land that
nine generations of gifted
healers had tended,
determined to distance
herself from the whispers
about her family’s strange
legacy. But when her beloved
grandmother Althea dies,
Lizzy must return and face the
tragedy still hanging over the
farm’s withered lavender
fields: the unsolved murders
of two young girls, and the
cruel accusations that
followed Althea to her grave.

Juan Cabrillo and his team of
expert operatives return in
this latest entry in Clive
Cussler's Oregon Files series.
Aboard the Oregon, one of
the most advanced spy ships
ever built, they face new
challenges and nemeses as
they undertake another
dangerous mission.
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Little Nell Trent lives in the
quiet gloom of the old
curiosity shop with her ailing
grandfather, for whom she
cares with selfless devotion.
But when they are unable to
pay their debts to the
stunted, lecherous and
demonic money-lender
Daniel Quilp, the shop is
seized and they are forced to
flee, thrown into a shadowy
world in which there seems
to be no safe haven.
The Old Curiosity Shop is one
of two novels (the other
being Barnaby Rudge) which
Charles Dickens published
along with short stories in his
weekly serial Master
Humphrey's Clock, from 1840
to 1841. It was so popular
that New York readers
stormed the wharf when the
ship bearing the final
installment arrived in 1841.
The Old Curiosity Shop was
printed in book form in 1841.

The coachman tried to warn
her away from the ruined,
forbidding place on the
rainswept Cornish coast. But
young Mary Yellan chose
instead to honor her mother's
dying request that she join
her frightened Aunt Patience
and huge, hulking Uncle Joss
Merlyn at Jamaica Inn. From
her first glimpse on that raw
November eve, she could
sense the inn's dark power.
But never did Mary dream
that she would become
hopelessly ensnared in the
vile, villainous schemes being
hatched within its crumbling
walls -- or that a handsome,
mysterious stranger would so
incite her passions ...
tempting her to love a man
whom she dares not trust.

Serge Storms #23

Stephanie Plum #27

There are few things Serge
loves more than solving a
good mystery and bestowing
justice on miscreants who
sully his beloved home’s good
name. With his partner Bong
Man, Florida’s psycho
superhero will find the truth
in this hilariously violent
delight — packed with
history, lore, and plenty of
motel antics — from the
insanely ingenious Tim
Dorsey.

When Stephanie’s beloved
Grandma Mazur's new
husband died on their
wedding night, the only thing
he left her was a beat-up old
easy chair…and the keys to a
life-changing fortune.
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Fairmile #2
Midsummer Eve 1670. Two
unexpected visitors arrive at a
shabby warehouse on the
south side of the River
Thames. The first is a wealthy
man hoping to find the lover
he deserted twenty-one years
before. The second visitor is a
beautiful widow from Venice
in deepest mourning. Set in
the poverty and glamour of
Restoration London, in the
golden streets of Venice, and
on the tensely contested
frontier of early America, this
is a novel of greed and desire:
for love, for wealth, for a
child, and for home.

She comes from a life of
poverty and neglect; he
comes from a family of
wealth and privilege. But one
thing they do have in
common is that they're both
drawn to sad things. Which
means they're drawn to each
other. With an almost
immediate connection too
intense for them to continue
denying, Beyah and Samson
agree to stay in the shallow
end of a summer fling. What
Beyah doesn't realize is that a
rip current is coming, and it's
about to drag her heart out to
sea.

Somewhere out beyond the
edge of the universe there is
a library that contains an
infinite number of books,
each one the story of another
reality. One tells the story of
your life as it is, along with
another book for the other
life you could have lived if
you had made a different
choice at any point in your
life. While we all wonder how
our lives might have been,
what if you had the chance to
go to the library and see for
yourself? Would any of these
other lives truly be better?

Mary Russell & Sherlock
Holmes #16
Mary Russell and Sherlock
Holmes turn the Riviera
upside-down to crack their
most captivating case yet in
the New York Times
bestselling series that Lee
Child called "the most
sustained feat of imagination
in mystery fiction today."
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Jason Bourne #15

No 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency

America's most enduring
hero, Jason Bourne, returns-with old skills and new plot
twists--in a propulsive, actionpacked addition to the
Bourne canon.

They say it takes a village to
raise a child, but can Mma
Ramotswe and the rest of the
No. 1 Ladies' Detective
Agency come together to
raise a pipsqueak
pachyderm? We may find out
in this novel. We may not.
Who can say?

Alex Cross #28

Dive into two dark stories of
crime and murder from
bestselling author James
Patterson, and can be seen
on ID, inspired by true crime
horrors where murder isn't
always the worst thing that
can happen to you.

The murder of a glamorous
DC socialite becomes Alex
Cross’s deadliest case
since Along Came a Spider.

Private #15
Karl Parker, a former Marine
and noted African-American
telecoms magnate, is killed
during an attempted
kidnapping that goes badly
wrong. His wife, Victoria,
hires Jack Morgan, an old
comrade and friend, to get to
the truth.

A man is murdered in his
home. Sarah, his personal
chef. Anna, his wife. Serena,
his maid, all had access. Now
all three women are missing.
Three women fled the scene - but did one commit the
crime?
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In the midst of a family crisis
one late evening, white
blogger Alix Chamberlain calls
her African American
babysitter, Emira, asking her
to take toddler Briar to the
local market for distraction.
There, the security guard
accuses Emira of kidnapping
Briar, and Alix's efforts to
right the situation turn out to
be good intentions selfishly
mismanaged.

Dragon Heart Legacy #1

Stormlight Archive #4

Richly exploring one woman’s
poignant journey through
life, All That Glitters is a
compelling tale of challenges,
heartbreak, discovery, and
triumph, a powerful reminder
that all that glitters is not the
essence of life. And what is
truly worth having was right
there in our hands all along.

The Stormlight Archive saga
continues in Rhythm of War,
the eagerly awaited sequel to
Brandon Sanderson's #1 New
York Times bestselling
Oathbringer, from an epic
fantasy writer at the top of
his game.

Getting snowed in at a
luxurious, rustic ski chalet
high in the French Alps
doesn’t sound like the worst
problem in the world.
Especially when there’s a
breathtaking vista, a fullservice chef and
housekeeper, a cozy fire to
keep you warm, and others to
keep you company. Unless
that company happens to be
eight coworkers… each with
something to gain, something
to lose, and something to
hide. As each hour passes
without any sign of rescue,
panic mounts, the chalet
grows colder, and the group
dwindles further… one by
one.

In the realm of Talamh, a
teenage warrior named
Keegan emerges from a lake
holding a sword —
representing both power and
the terrifying responsibility to
protect the Fey. In another
realm known as Philadelphia,
a young woman has just
discovered she possesses a
treasure of her own…

A young woman’s crush on a
privileged former classmate
becomes a story of love, lies,
and dark obsession, offering
stark insights into the
immigrant experience, as it
hurtles to its electrifying
ending. Filled with surprising
twists and a nuanced
exploration of class and
race, White Ivy is a glimpse
into the dark side of a woman
who yearns for success at any
cost.
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Large Print
New York Times Bestselling
author Danielle Steel shares
her favorite words of wisdom,
sayings, and quotes that she
has turned to time and time
again for inspiration and
comfort.

Atlee Pine #3

Jack Reacher #25

Jake Brigance #3

The edge-of-your-seat, heartin-mouth new Jack Reacher
thriller for 2020 - his 25th
adventure. No one's bigger
than Jack Reacher.

Jake Brigance, the protagonist
of A Time to Kill, John
Grisham’s classic legal thriller
is back. This time he's at the
epicenter of a sensational
murder trial that bitterly
divides the citizens of
Clanton, Mississippi.

Alex Cross #28

Richly exploring one woman’s
poignant journey through
life, All That Glitters is a
compelling tale of challenges,
heartbreak, discovery, and
triumph, a powerful reminder
that all that glitters is not the
essence of life. And what is
truly worth having was right
there in our hands all along.

The murder of a glamorous
DC socialite becomes Alex
Cross’s deadliest case
since Along Came a Spider.

Daylight is the gripping follow
up to Long Road to
Mercy and A Minute to
Midnight featuring Special
Agent Atlee Pine from one of
the world’s most favorite
thriller writers, David
Baldacci.
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